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Habitability in Space 
 

When we talk about “habitability” in space, it is often a very general term.   

What are the minimum conditions in space that would allow  
some form of organism to survive?   

The most common minimum condition for life-as-we-know-it to survive is to have tem-
peratures that are somewhere between the freezing and boiling points of water.  Some 
forms of alien life could perhaps be able to survive without such conditions (there are 
“extremophiles” on Earth for example that can survive in hot springs of boiling water).  
But when we examine “habitability” we only have examples of Earth-life to go by.  See 
this education resource from ESA. 

We humans, with our delicate fleshy bodies, are not particularly adaptable to extreme 
conditions.  This is easy to forget when we see astronauts living on the International 
Space Station for months at a time.  Astronaut Alan Bean, the 4th man to walk on the 
Moon, once said that when he was in space, he often thought that just on the other 
side of the spacecraft window is death.  Death was lurking just a few centimeters away 
and only very complex and expensive technology was allowing him to survive in the 
airless vacuum of space.  

So, before we examine habitability in space, it may be useful to examine why space is 
so ‘in-habitable’ and downright hostile to humans and other similar life forms that 
evolved on our mostly temperate water planet with a protective atmosphere and mag-
netic field. So, let’s examine what would happen to your fleshy, organic body if you 
were suddenly flung into space completely unprotected… 

Introduction: This resource booklet outlines some of the hazards of space 
to humans 

Curricular links Junior Cycle Science: 

Earth and Space 8 … examine some of the current hazards and benefits of space ex-
ploration… 
Biological World 6 … evaluate how human health is affected by … environmental fac-
tors... 

https://esamultimedia.esa.int/docs/edu/B09_Could_life_survive_in_alien_environments.pdf
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Immediate Effects: 

Asphyxiation - You would be uncon-
scious in 15 seconds when deprived of 
all oxygen.  Then you die in about 2 
minutes.  Why 15 seconds?   

Depressurization – If you were 
suddenly exposed to the  
vacuum of space, should you 
hold your breath?   
Why or why not?  

View: Balloon in a vacuum  
chamber on YouTube.   

What else will the lack of air pressure do to you?  

Vacuums suck.  (No, literally.  That’s why a “vacuum cleaner” is useful. It sucks things 
up.)  In the vacuum of space, blood and fluids will literally be sucked out of your body.  
Fluid will come out of your bodily openings and where there are no openings it will try 
to come through your skin and you will swell up to a grotesque parody of yourself.  

View: Don’t do this at home! (Warning… grossness factor at least 9 out of 10!) Arm in a 
vacuum chamber on YouTube. Also see What Happens if a Hole Gets Blown in Your 
Spaceship? Amazing Vacuum Chamber Space Simulation! 

Under low pressure, bubbles of gas will form in your blood and interfere with your cir-
culation.  Eventually, your blood will boil because at the lower pressure the boiling 
point will be below body temperature.  Also, all the fluids that are sucked out of your 
body (like your tears) will boil and bubble on your skin.  It’s probably a good thing that 
you’ll be unconscious!  

View: Boiling Water at 23 °C on YouTube. 

Activity: Boil room temperature (or slightly warmer) water in a syringe. See video and 
guide from the Exploratorium.  

 

It typically takes 15 seconds for your  
circulatory system to deposit oxygen from 
your last breath into your cells.  Once 
that’s gone, your brain will black out due 
to oxygen deprivation.  After about 90 sec-
onds to 2 minutes your cells start to die. 

If you hold your breath when launched out 
into the vacuum of space, the greater  
pressure inside will make them expand like 
an over-inflated balloon.  Unlike a balloon, a 
lung can only expand so much before it  
becomes damaged beyond functioning. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zYLJGXthzpE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Br37F0aAYOc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=taqlHkZ-3oA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=taqlHkZ-3oA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=glLPMXq6yc0&t=136s
https://www.exploratorium.edu/snacks/boyle-ing-water
https://www.exploratorium.edu/snacks/boyle-ing-water
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Inertia – Why are astronauts in space al-
ways tethered to their spacecraft when 
they are working outside of it?  

In space there is no friction.  So, without a 
method of propulsion, your linear and ro-
tational motion in space would last indefi-
nitely! 

This terrifying scene from the movie 
“Gravity” is exceedingly accurate.   

 

Assuming you were smart enough to put 
on a test-pilot pressure suit with an oxy-
gen supply so that you wouldn’t die quick-
ly from the hazards above, how else could 
space kill you?   

Medium term effects: 

Freezing or burning –  
The difference between sun-
ward and shadow side of an 
object in space can be more 
than 200 °C! 

Radiation – Intense sunburn 
due to no ozone layer protec-
tion. 

 

Long term effects: 

Radiation – High energy elec-
tromagnetic & particle radia-
tion could cause radiation 
sickness and cancer! 

A similar out-of-control spinning 
scenario actually occurred in 1966 
during the Gemini 8 space mission.  A 
stuck thruster put the small 
spacecraft into a rapid spin and 
astronauts Neil Armstrong and David 
Scott were only moments away from 
blacking out before control of the 
spacecraft was regained using the re-
entry control system.  The astronauts 
had to immediately return to Earth 
and both ultimately walked on the 
Moon several years later!  

Read more here. 

© European Space Agency  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C4pcg7bXgmU
https://airandspace.si.edu/stories/editorial/spinning-out-control-gemini-viii
https://www.esa.int/ESA_Multimedia/Images/2019/05/Space_risks_Radiation
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Dust – Moon dust (regolith) can cause catastrophic leaks in spacesuits (no erosion => 
particles with jagged surfaces). Read how Breathing it can cause respiratory problems 
from allergies to “black lung” disease.  

Immune system changes – Space travel suppresses T-cells and affects our immune sys-
tem a wide range of ways. View Your Immune System... In Space video. 

Bone mass loss – on Earth, humans make new bone as fast as they break down old 
bone. In weightlessness old bone is broken down faster and this causes brittle bones. 
Crew members on the ISS engage in physical exercise for 15 hours per week to try to 
reduce these effects. View Muscle stimulation to enhance astronaut health video. 

Vision problems – changes in eye shape and swelling of optic nerve can cause vision 
problems.  This could result in fatal accidents. View Studying eye health in space with 
astronaut Matthias Maurer. 

Mental health – being ‘trapped’ in a spacecraft for long periods 
of time can lead to depression & other psychological problems. Astronauts undertake a 
variety of activities to help take care of their mental health. 

 

© Canadian Space Agency  

© Canadian Space Agency  

https://www.esa.int/Science_Exploration/Human_and_Robotic_Exploration/The_toxic_side_of_the_Moon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cpFcGIUlg3I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BmRafwT_YhU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vYn0rw3XcI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vYn0rw3XcI
https://www.asc-csa.gc.ca/eng/youth-educators/toolkits/mental-health-and-isolation/how-astronauts-take-care-of-their-mental-health-in-space.asp
https://www.asc-csa.gc.ca/eng/youth-educators/toolkits/mental-health-and-isolation/how-astronauts-take-care-of-their-mental-health-in-space.asp
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How do you thrive in space? 
Consider what is required: 

Need energy for warmth –  
You can’t build a campfire on Mars (or any other planet that has no fuel or oxygen.)  
Could you use wind power?   
Hydro-power needs a water cycle.  
Solar power from solar cells or nuclear power need advanced technology. 

Need food –  
You could grow plants, but consider what is needed for photosynthesis… is there light 
and water (and soil).  
View: ScienceCasts: Space Gardening. 

Need to communicate –  

Space is silent!  
Need a medium to carry sound. View: Sound disappears in a vacuum chamber.  

Moon walking astronauts in the 1970’s could only communicate via radio transmis-
sions.  They learned rudimentary sign language so they could communicate if their ra-
dios failed!  
View: Astronauts aboard the ISS also use hand symbols to communicate. 
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https://youtu.be/M7LslyCX7Jg?si=BLUa1Dzj1JmvsQ8T
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=657caNs8nRY
https://youtu.be/OOpVTlrTYXw?si=lYKVeuBCnCbfKC0d

